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Clinical laboratories stand to gain tremendous advantage with Lane's new integration, 
as its audit and diagnostic logs allow for improved visibility in clinical operations. 

Get started today!
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Using Epic Connection Hub is a simple sign-up process. Just click the link 
and immediately get started by searching for the Lane app using our client ID:
 • Non-Production Client ID: 340f2ee2-f71d-4722-83f0-1483a20fdf94
 • Production Client ID: 9c60d455-a624-4149-a874-8bd07014e84f

The Connection Hub allows you to work with both Epic and Lane! Now, if a 
facility migrates from any EHR or LIS software to Epic, they are still able to 
integrate seamlessly with Lane's Passport application. You don’t have to choose 
and you can get top-notch support and features from both organizations.

This connection allows your organization to consolidate or eliminate 
complex and resource-strained fax environments and costs. Lane’s 
affordable solution makes it an easy sell to work with Lane and Epic.

Both Lane and Epic are highly secure organizations! Lane is both ISO 27001 
and HIPAA Compliant and continually reviews security measures to ensure 
all faxes are sent securely. 

By using Epic Connection Hub through Lane’s integration, you will be able to 
have full-access into the Lane support team. Our team has worked for nearly 
50 years serving customers. 

Easy Set-Up and Accessibility 

Have the Best of Both Worlds

Cost Scaling 

High Security 

24/7 Support with Lane’s Team

Our team at Lane has worked diligently to expand our o�erings and joining the Epic Connection 
Hub is a huge milestone. The Connection Hub serves as a centralized location where Epic users 
can search and integrate with approved third-party products and services. Read the 5 benefits 

that working with both Lane and the Epic Connection Hub can give your organization.

5 BENEFITS OF LANE IN THE EPIC 
CONNECTION HUB

https://fhir.epic.com/

